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Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize a
specific girl you are interested in or girls in general.
Imagine them thinking of you and becoming incredibly
aroused and excited. Imagine them dreaming of you at
night.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are becoming more attractive towards women. Write
down any behavioral changes you notice when interacting
with women in general, or the woman you desire.
Listen late at night, when your target is sleeping to better
enter her dreams and program her to fall in love or lust
with you.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
you can project your thoughts
you know all girls love you
you know all girls desire you
you know all girls crave you
you slip your ideas into their minds
you send them erotic dreams
you create erotic thoughts in the minds of girls
you create desire from a distance
you create desire with your thoughts
you create desire with your intention
you create desire with your energy
you create attraction from a distance
you create attraction with your thoughts
you create attraction with your intention
you create attraction with your energy
you create sexual desire in girls with your thoughts

you create sexual desire in girls with your intention
you create sexual desire in girls with your energy
you make girls fall in love with you with your thoughts
you make girls fall in love with you with your intention
you make girls fall in love with you with your energy
you make girls fall in love with you with your energy
you make girls dream about you with your thoughts
you make girls dream about you with your intention
you make girls dream about you with your energy
you easily enter into her mind
you easily enter into her thoughts
you easily enter into her dreams
girls fall in love with you when you look at them
girls fall in love with you when you think about them
girls fall in love with you when you notice them
you have incredibly attractive energy
you have incredibly attractive presence

you have incredibly attractive thoughts
you have seductive energy
you have seductive presence
you have seductive thoughts
your thoughts are attractive
your thoughts are seductive
your thoughts are magnetic
your thoughts drive girls wild with desire
your imagination drives girls wild with desire
your psychic energy drives girls wild with desire
your presence drives girls wild with desire
you radiate attraction
you radiate desire
you radiate magnetic power
you radiate irresistible sexual energy
you radiate irresistible emotional attraction
you radiate irresistible sexual attraction

girls love your presence
girls crave your presence
girls desire your presence
girls sense your attraction
girls sense your magnetism
girls sense your magnetic attraction
girls are unconsciously attracted to you
girls are unconsciously drawn to you
girls are unconsciously in love with you
girls unconsciously crave you
girls unconsciously desire you

